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Dashing Home 

The howling of the wind and the wailing of the sirens were all that could be heard as the 

family jumped into their jeep to flee from Hurricane Maria. The children sobbed, begging their 

parents to turn the car around. Juan cried, “Mama! We can’t leave Dasher behind!” 

“Mijo, we have to. She ran off into the jungle, and we searched already for hours.” 

* * * 

The roaring of the jet engine could be heard miles from where Dasher was standing. The 

fuzzy dog whose coat resembled a spotted cow, who had never been left alone, took cover under 

a shack, while the rains thundered down ferociously and the whipped up entire trees in its path.  

Hours later, Dasher finally heard the rain silence itself. There was only the faintest howl 

of the wind, and trees still dripping water like a crying newborn. Dasher’s stomach grumbled, so 

she sombered across the wet floor and across the flooded street to her family home. Whimpering 

hungrily for a delicious dog treat, Dasher found not a single soul inside. She had no choice but to 

wander the vacant streets, still slightly swampy from the storm, for any signs of leftover food.  

After endless weeks of roaming, Dasher was finally able to eat; she found scraps of fish 

bones from some stray dog’s meal. Most days, her empty stomach groaned in agony, draining 

her of her energy and forcing her to walk in a dizzy spell. She was astonished when she bumped 
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into something furry; it was another dog! Suspecting that the dog was another aggressive beast, 

she attacked ferociously, aiming for his neck, when she bit right into his weathered collar.  

“What are you doing?” moaned the once-white dog, with sharp, protruding ribs.  

“I thought you were a stray,” replied Dasher nervously.  

“No! I am not a stray. I am Blitzen, but my family has stranded me. Have you seen 

them?” begged Blitzen desperately.  

“No I have not seen them. Where are you headed?” questioned Dasher.  

“I don’t know, I was about to -- ” 

There came a blaring sound of a jeep engine. Blitzen turned to find a muddy jeep sputtering 

toward them. The jeep screeched to a halt. Small letters were written on the side of the car: 

“Animal Rescue Team.” A man jumped out. “Calm, buddy! I’m here to rescue you,” he insisted.  

After a week, Dasher and Blitzen were sent to a local animal shelter. They were kept in rusty, 

crammed, crates and were fed every other day, but most of the dogs were still starving.  

“This is an awful place. I don’t think this is called ‘rescuing,” replied Dasher miserably.  

“Yeah, I wonder when they will--”  

Blitzen was cut off by the sound of familiar, frantic footsteps. It was same man who rescued 

them. “Hmph, I’ve got a lot to feed, so we have to start to put down some of you starting 

tomorrow morning!” grumbled the shelter owner.  

Swiftly grabbing a big container of mushy dog food, the shelter owner filled each bowl. 

Dogs drooled with hunger, and devoured the food with no sense of taste. The man left silently.  

“They are going to kill us, what do we do?” asked Dasher fearfully.  
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“We’ll just have to find a way to get out,” replied Blitzen, chewing on his chicken 

calmly.  

“They’ll never come here! We’re going to die!” sobbed Dasher.  

“Then we’ll wait for our owners,” Blitzen suggested hopefully. 

“Don’t you understand? We’re next on the kill list!” 

The sun rose like a firefly taking flight. The shelter owner’s eyes opened, heavy with heartache. 

He grabbed a needle and medicine, and dragged dogs, one at a time, into a tiny, hazy room.  

* * * 

Back at the airport, the family’s plane had just landed on the slick, black runway. Juan 

shouted with pleasure, “Mama! Let’s go the animal shelter to see if Dasher is there!”  

“No Juan, we must go home to collect our belongings first” replied Mama strictly.  

* * * 

In the back of the shelter, the dark walls of the pungent room witnessed the execution of 

several dogs that morning. Blitzen’s collar shone in the fierce sunlight as he was guided to the 

back. At once, Blitzen’s horrific whimpers faded into silence, and Dasher was next on the list. 

The shelter owner’s leathered, hairy hand was like a vicious snake as it reached into the kennel 

that had Dasher’s name marked on top in scribbled letters.  

The rickety bars of the kennels shook as two children came barreling down the hall. “Mi 

perrito!” Juan exclaimed as he knocked the menacing man out of the way and wrapped his arms 

around Dasher. “Mama, I told you she would be here. I knew it! This is the best Christmas ever!” 

* * * 
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The warm wind blew over Dasher’s nose that peeked out from the car window. She could 

see the red and green lights that twinkled from the rooftops. Between the children in the back 

seat, she wagged her tail for the first time in months. She was finally home. 


